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Gail is heaven sent. About 2 years ago I had terrible acne.
Gail spoke with me about my skin care routine, lifestyle and
diet. She simply explained what I could do to help heal my
skin. Gail is extremely knowledgeable - she knows exactly
what treatment you need, yet she will never push you. I
started with a facial and a light peel. As my skin got used to
the peels, she increased the strength. She has a very gentle
touch - absolutley no soreness. My skin was GLOWING in
time for my wedding. I actually have people complimenting my
skin! I try to eat better and drink more water so that her job is
easier. I moved to Philadelphia and I still travel to NY to see
Gail. She is a very talented esthetician and a lovely person -
we always have great chats. Thank you Gail!

hyerian

Editorial review from Citysearch
Gail takes such good care of my skin that I no longer have to
see my dermatologist! She is my dermatologist and facialist in
one! Although she does not operate in a spa, the experience
each time is never short of a spa experience. I walk out of
there so relaxed each time, it's hard to do anything
afterwards!

acp970

User review by acp970
At first I was unsure of what to expect being I wasn't walking
into a spa, Gail works out of an apartment. I was sure I was in
good hands once Gail started to find out more about my skin
even before she touched me. She offered great advice and
didn't push products on me which made me feel at ease.
Once Gail began my facial, I honestly forgot where I was I
was so relaxed. I received a quality facial and never felt
rushed. I've been to a few ""upscale"" spas before and was
never all that impressed. However, I was extremely impressed
with the quality facial I received by Gail as well as the
reasonable prices. Definitely worth trying!

robinallstadt

RESULTS
You won't feel like a mass-produced customer at Gkay. Gayle
will take the time to sit with you to learn about you, your
history, etc. She believes in caring for skin from the inside-out
- she'll find out what your dietary habits are and how you
might be able to incorporate changes in diet/vitamins to
benefit your skin. Her treatments are AWESOME; very
relaxing; very calming; very thorough and productive. And
they truly do improve your skin immensely; sufferers of acne
should give her a shot. She is GREAT.

ksuss

Fabulous Facial!
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I just came back from my second facial/peel from Gail and
could not be happier! I have complicated skin and it now feels
and looks incredible! After my first visit, some colleagues
commented on how good my skin looks. Ditto the comments
about Gail being sweet, nonpushy and generous with the
samples. Highly recommended!

star555

Highy recommended!!
Truly the best results I've ever gotten from a gycolic peel!
Unlike any other place I've been...great personalized service
plus a high quality peel (+ massage! among other things...). I
highly recommend Gkay! I'm addicted!

raffysavarino

skin feels great
Gail really takes the time to chat and offer advise and
suggestions without being pushy! Great facial with a
wonderful massage at the end! I will go back! 

Raffy

nyc foodie

Gail the Great
I've been going to Gail for over a year and I have introduced
all of my friends to her. I've even taken my brother to get a
facial and I visit her every month. SHE IS GREAT! Before she
does anything, she asks you about your diet, your beauty
routine, medical conditions, etc to make sure she understands
you and your skin. She never rushes or pressures you to buy
anything you don't need. She'll even recommend over the
counter beauty products you can buy from Duane Reade. Her
specialty is facials- you won't be disappointed.

yukyee69

Yay for GKay!
Words cannot express my love for GKay! Basically, I ditto all
the positive feedback on this site. Great service with great
results. The thing that I love about Gail is that she isn't
judgmental or critical when she is evaluating your skin. Gail
doesn't judge, but rather gives advice based on a thorough
analysis of your skin type and diet. Also, my face after each
facial has glowed. Another added bonus-Gail gives such
heavenly massages after the facial. Gail is not only a
wonderful facialist, but a smart, savvy, stand up business
person. Her prices are affordable and she sometimes gives
samples of her products. Gail never pushes her products onto
her customers. You get the whole package at GKay!
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rudolph12

AMAZING!!!
First I should say that I have not had a facial in over 3 years. I
actually decided to go to Gkay b/c of all the wonderful
citysearch reviews she's gotten. I was so impressed by Gail
and how much she cares about her clients!!! I felt like a
princess leaving today! My search for an aestetician is over! I
had a facial + a beta peel.. get this .. NO redness or
blochiness afterwards. It is now 3.5 hours later and my skin
looks radiant!! If you are looking for somewhere to get an
AMAZING, relaxing facial and you want a bargin AND you
don't want to deal with sales pressure... MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT WITH GAIL!!! Your skin will love you for it
!!!!!!!

zelda333

It's no lie...
Gail is fantastic! I've only had one facial done before I went to
see Gail and was disappointed with the results. My skin broke
out only a week after the treatment. But at GKay, after just
one session, I was completely hooked. Gail's straightforward,
no-nonesense approach, and her amazing treatments works
wonders! I first stepped into her office with constant,
uncontrollable breakouts. After a few of the beta-peel
treatments, my skin looks better than it has in a looooong
time! And she's more affordable than most (if not all) of the
other ""hoity-toity"" spa places. I definitely recommend
GKay!!!

LatinaAce

Great Facial!!!
I am a facial virgin.. never had one done and wanted to make
sure that my first time would be the best. Well I found the best
with Gail, she takes the time to sit down with you and analyze
your skin and your lifestyle. She is open and honest and not
pushy at all with her services or her products! My huband
commented on how my face was glowing that same nite!!
Run, don't walk to Gkay!! Trust me.. it is soo worth it!!!

froggy999

Gail is so SWEET!
I love gKay! I am ethnic with dark skin and was amazingly
happy with the results after having a chemical peel and a few
regular facial/peels at gKay. My skin has never looked better. I
am from Europe and have gone to the best top spas, only to
be disappointed. If you are looking for results (not pampering)
go to see Gail. You will definitely love her services!

miriamb1
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Excellent! Excellent! Excellent!
I totally trust gKay with my skin! I have had dozens of facials
before. But never was satisfied...After hearing about Gail, I
decided to try this place. Now I am hooked! Thanks gKay...

jeffrey_2004

Highly Recommended!
I heard about this place from a bunch of friends who go to see
Gail on a regular basis. I never had a peel and thought my
face would be all red and would peel. But I was happy with
the results. I got the facial with the peel (upon Gail's
recommendation) and could see the difference from other
facials I had at other places. I would like to try the chemical
peel next. Again, highly recommended!

jeffstern

great!
THe best place I have been to in all of NY! Check it out. Gail
is the best!

rach67

Words cannot express....
I have had acne for as long as I can remember. Finally, after
trying so many things in my life and so many places to get rid
of my acne, I can finally see results after visiting gKay. My
skin is 95% clear after 4 times at gkay's. It took the peels and
what she told me to do at home to finally FINALLY get rid of it
all. GOD! It is amazing what a difference! I finally have my
confidence back. I owe you so much more, gKay!

ckatz2

Yay for GKay
GKay was fantastic. The service and advice was outstanding.
Unlike some dermatologists and beauticians, she was very
kind and tactful. The extractions were suprising painless
unlike my experience at Bliss. I like the way she assessed my
diet. For someone who has celeb clients, her prices are
relatively cheap and afforday.

michellebloome

I Love gKay!
I love gKay because of the results, the cleanliness, the
privacy and the cost. I had a facial with a peel once and then
came back for the chemical peel. My skin looks and feels
great. gKay was very honest and correct with her
recommendations. I am hooked and will become a regular
client from now on.
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yolandasim23

gKay Rocks! Go There!
Skin care only is what gKay is about. Not a spa but a place to
take care of your skin. I have been to many places in New
York and LA but this is the one place that I felt I received the
most attention as well as the BEST treatment. Go THere!
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